ELA BREAKDOWN

Ivanti Enterprise License Agreement
The Ivanti® Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) is an
innovative licensing vehicle. Now organizations can
take advantage of Ivanti’s full portfolio to unify their IT
and deploy solutions that match their business
initiatives—without spinning up a new procurement
cycle or worrying about where to find budget for each
initiative.

What’s inside?
Endpoint
Endpoint Manager: Discover the data that helps IT
control assets, compliance, costs, and security. Gather
detailed device data, automate software and OS
deployments, and quickly fix user issues.
Environment Manager Policy: Replace slow, complex
logon scripts and GPOs to deliver fast logon times for
users with minimal effort from IT.
Data Analytics: Discover, extend, and normalize detailed
asset data for better consistency and reporting.

Workspace
Environment Manager: Deliver a consistent and portable
user environment. Provide on-demand personalization and
fine-grained, contextual policy control.
File Director: Experience effortless file sync and
migration between desktops, your data center, and the
cloud. Eliminate data sprawl and ensure centralized back-

Patch and Security
Ivanti Security Controls: Benefit from discovery of
authorized and unauthorized software, patch
management, dynamic whitelisting, and granular privilege
management.
Endpoint Security: Enable users to secure client
environments with comprehensive, layered security.
Prevent, detect, and remediate even the most
sophisticated threats.
Application Control: Deliver secure Windows privilege
management, prevent unauthorized executables, and
enable your IT team to manage application access and
user privileges.

up of corporate data.

Asset Management

Performance Manager: Boost users per server and
control CPU-hogging apps. Allocate CPU, memory, and

Asset Manager: Gain the edge you need to make your
assets work harder for you through insight into where your
assets are, how much they’re costing you, and how they’re
performing throughout their lifecycle.

disk resources dynamically to deliver unsurpassed
workspace performance.
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License Optimizer: Gather the needed insight to
minimize cost, mitigate risk of audits, and support
transformation initiatives across all IT environments.
License Optimizer identifies what you are using and
normalizes the information into a single view of truth. This
information is then reconciled against your entitlement
data. Not only does this identify where you are underlicensed or over-licensed, which is critical for audit
defense, it also offers guidance on optimization to reduce
costs proactively.

Automation
Automation: Break free from manual IT tasks by
automating infrastructure, cloud, and workspace
processes.
Transform labor-intensive tasks into automated workflows.
Control who can make changes and when they’ll be
executed. Integrate with other sources, including IT
service management, IT asset management, and more.
Employ audit trails, historical reporting, and configuration
analysis to meet compliance initiatives.

Service Management

Insights

Service Manager: Enable your teams to achieve worldclass service management capabilities for IT and other
business departments.

Xtraction: Power your IT decisions based on real-time,
comprehensive views of your IT environment. Anyone can
create personalized reports or dashboards and recut them
anytime. Monitor, explore, and share critical information in
real time. Foresee problems before the end-user
experience is compromised.

§ Automated workflows eliminate costly manual
processes while making operations more efficient,
compliant, and secure.
§ Users submit and track requests through a web-based
self-service tool, opening the service desk for 24×7
customer access.
Voice: Increase first-call resolution rates and handle calls
more effectively with intelligent call routing, integrated
voice response, voice self-service, screen pops, and call
management functionality.
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